In the first few weeks of school, teachers will welcome students, share wonderful and engaging books, and begin to teach classroom routines and expectations. Students will learn that they are valuable and important at school.

**UNIT OVERVIEW**

In the first few weeks of school, teachers will welcome students, share wonderful and engaging books, and begin to teach classroom routines and expectations. Students will learn that they are valuable and important at school.

**UNIT THEMES**

- Welcome: We are so glad you are here
- The Things We Will Learn at School

**BOOKS WE WILL READ**

- All Are Welcome
- Maisy Goes to Preschool
- Pete the Cat: I Love My White Shoes
- Because You Are My Teacher
- Chicka Chicka Boom Boom
- Feast for 10

**CONNECT WITH US**

Direct questions here

parentsaskprojectready@msj.edu

Learn more about the curriculum

https://www.readingscience.org/preschool
In small groups, students will practice story telling and early book reading skills with wordless books. The teacher models using the pictures to tell a story then guides children as they tell their own version of the story. In the Welcome to School unit, we "read" Red Hat.

**BOOKS WITHOUT WORDS**

**LANGUAGE TIME**
(WE BEGIN EACH DAY WITH THIS SONG)

Friends At School Song
Tune—Are you Sleeping

*Motions in italics*

Where is (child’s name)?
Where is (child’s name)?
*Hold hand over eyebrows as if searching*

Please stand up.
Please stand up.
*Lift hands, motioning stand up.*

Do a little wave.
*Wave*

Do a little clapping.
*Clap*

Sit back down.
Sit back down
*Motion to sit back down, child sits*

**MATH BOOKS**

Students will begin to explore early math concepts like counting and numeral recognition with a sweet book called Feast for 10. In the coming weeks, teachers will read more math books and will target each student's learning needs with small group math lessons.

**PRACTICE TOGETHER**

Friends At School Song
Tune—Are you Sleeping

*Motions in italics*

Where is (child’s name)?
Where is (child’s name)?
*Hold hand over eyebrows as if searching*

Please stand up.
Please stand up.
*Lift hands, motioning stand up.*

Do a little wave.
*Wave*

Do a little clapping.
*Clap*

Sit back down.
Sit back down
*Motion to sit back down, child sits*